complemented by structures of sufficient resolution to depict gp41 and to characterize the structure of the CD4-bound conformation. However, HDX will continue to provide helpful insights into the dynamic nature of HIV-1 Env that other methods cannot easily access.
Repeat proteins consisting of helical segments seem to fold by a matrix-assisted mechanism in which folded segments induce structure in intrinsically disordered parts of the protein, as shown by Watson and colleagues in this issue of Structure for an Armadillo repeat protein and previously by the Balbach group for an Ankyrin repeat protein.
Armadillo repeat proteins (ArmRPs) are built from short protein domains of about 40 amino acids each, comprising three helices (Sedgwick and Smerdon 1999) . This modular architecture enables them to strongly bind to peptide sequences in an extended form (Hatzfeld, 1999) . In this issue of Structure, Watson et al. (2014) set out to study the self-assembly of engineered ArmRP fragments into a folded structure. Prior to this study, it was thought that independent repeats were not stable folding units, because the individual helical arrays gain much of their stabilities through tertiary interactions via interaction with other repeat domains. This is remarkable, because, in general, helices are known to fold fast and largely independent of long-range interactions (Baldwin, 1995) . However, when the authors separated their ArmRP construct (YMMMA), consisting of three repeats (MMM) and two capping elements (Y and A), into two fragments (YMM and MA), they made a surprising finding: while the larger YMM fragment was essentially unfolded as expected, the smaller C-terminal fragment MA clearly showed wellresolved nuclear magnetic resonance signals indicative of a native-like structure similar to that in the complete protein (YMMMA). Interestingly, when the YMM construct was mixed with the MA module, both proteins assembled in a stoichiometric complex in solution, and the YMM construct exhibited a native-like structure despite the lack of a covalent linkage. The authors' in depth analysis revealed that the YMM fragment adopts a molten globule structure in which elements of secondary structure are present, but flexibly arranged, which results in a low intrinsic stability.
This work nicely extends previous folding studies of another class of repeat proteins, the ankyrin repeat proteins, in which the repeat unit contains two helices of about 30 amino acids. For members of this family, an intermediate is formed first in which the C-terminal segment of three repeat units folds and then act as a scaffold for the folding of the N-terminal segment of the protein (Lö w et al., 2007 (Lö w et al., , 2008 . In this case, the high barriers of cis-trans-proline isomerization allow direct investigation of the structure and folding kinetics of the intermediate.
Taken together, the three studies suggest that folding of helical repeat proteins is a process governed by specific repeats that are autonomous folding units. They assist adjacent repeats, which need their interaction to adopt a stable tertiary structure. It is tempting to speculate that, in the case of ArmRPs, capping regions support the folding of the adjacent repeat unit. These assembling intermediates may have played an important role in the evolution of repeat proteins. That nature follows this ''copy-paste'' strategy, which has been shown previously also for b/abarrel enzymes, which seem to have evolved by linking two folded ''half molecules'' (Hö cker et al., 2001; Coles et al., 1999) .
In the case of the repeat proteins studied here and previously, in the absence of the stabilizing interaction with the folded segment, the remaining part of the protein remains in a partially structured state. This places some repeat domains in the context of intrinsically disordered proteins. In the last few decades, it has become increasingly clear that there are unfolded segments in many proteins (Tompa et al., 2009) . Often, folding can be induced by interactions, which provide stabilizing forces missing in the intrinsically disordered regions. This can be achieved by binding to DNA, metals, lipids, or other proteins. For the repeat proteins, a significant extent of helical structure is already present in the intrinsically disordered state. Thus, the binding of the folded segment may select a native-like conformation present in the low-stability ensemble of structures. An interesting example where folding of an intrinsically disordered domain upon association with another protein is used for molecular quality control is antibodies. Here, a domain of the heavy chains remains unfolded until it interacts with the folded light chain. This allows the cell to prevent the secretion of incompletely assembled antibodies and thus control the quality of each antibody molecule within the cell (Feige et al., 2009 ). In the case of helical repeat proteins, one could imagine that the accessible binding repertoire can be expanded if certain stabilizing interactions within a repeat motif are achieved by domain interactions, and this would require the presence of a folded repeat unit that serves as a template for the folding of the others. Deciphering these design principles teaches us concepts of protein evolution and, at the same time, how to engineer tailormade binding proteins.
